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Nile crocodiles and Burmese python among rare species seized in Spain



03/31/2024 - 07:39



Other endangered animals rescued in 2023 included a burrowing parrot, an African spurred tortoise and a blood-eared parakeet
Specialist wildlife police in eastern Spain have rescued an exotic list of endangered animals over the past year, including a pair of Nile crocodiles, an African spurred tortoise weighing 25kg and a 2-metre Burmese python.
The Seprona division of the Guardia Civil said in a statement on Sunday that its officers recovered “numerous examples” of species protected by the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora during 2023.
Continue reading...
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Oxford confirm illnesses before Boat Race but stop short of blaming pollution



03/31/2024 - 06:52




Thames was shown to have high levels of E coli in race buildup
Oxford ‘cannot definitively’ identify cause of the illnesses
Oxford University Boat Club have confirmed three members of their men’s team were suffering from a stomach bug before their Boat Race defeat by Cambridge on Saturday, but said they could not identify the specific cause.
Following a double success for the light blue of Cambridge in the women’s and men’s events Lenny Jenkins, the Oxford men’s seven seat, said: “We’ve had a few guys go down pretty badly with E coli strain … It would have been ideal not to have so much poo in the water.”
Continue reading...
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Election of Donald Trump ‘could put world’s climate goals at risk’



03/31/2024 - 06:00



Former UN climate chief warns of global impact of a possible regression in US green policies
Victory for Donald Trump in the US presidential election this year could put the world’s climate goals at risk, a former UN climate chief has said.
The chances of limiting global heating to 1.5C above pre-industrial levels are already slim, and Trump’s antipathy to climate action would have a major impact on the US, which is the world’s second biggest emitter of greenhouse gases and biggest oil and gas exporter, said Patricia Espinosa, who served as the UN’s top official on the climate from 2016 to 2022.
Continue reading...
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Spinning, whirling fish in south Florida prompt emergency response



03/31/2024 - 06:00



Smalltooth sawfish are behaving oddly, eliciting a first-ever plan to rescue and rehabilitate the species from the wild
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) is launching what the agency described as an emergency response effort in south Florida after emerging reports of smalltooth sawfish spinning, whirling and displaying other abnormal behaviors.
In a statement released last Wednesday, NOAA said that in addition to the abnormal behaviors, there have been reports of fish deaths in the lower Florida Keys, including more than 28 smalltooth sawfish as of 24 March.
Continue reading...
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ExxonMobil accused of ‘greenwashing’ over carbon capture plan it failed to invest in



03/31/2024 - 00:00



Investigation reveals project oil giant promoted may never leave drawing board and has received no licence or government support
Motorists concerned about the impact on the planet of petrol and diesel cars may be comforted by Esso’s marketing campaign on “thoughtful driving”.
One of its most eye-catching initiatives is a proposal to trap carbon dioxide at a vast oil refinery and petrochemical complex on the south coast and store it under the seabed of the English Channel.
Continue reading...
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‘You wouldn’t put your dog in this river’: Boat Race exposes Thames Water failings



03/30/2024 - 14:08



Participants in Oxford v Cambridge competition were warned to cover wounds due to risks from E coli-polluted waterway
On a bright, unexpectedly warm afternoon, it would have been easy to assume the crowds that gathered by the Thames yesterday for the 169th Oxford-Cambridge Boat Race were a signal that all remains rosy in the world of rowing and rivercraft.
Couples of all ages stood in the sunshine sipping pints and proseccos, groups waved dark-blue Oxford and light-blue Cambridge flags, and families posed for selfies. All appeared content about the prospects of watching another engrossing competition between the two old rivals – a battle that was eventually won by Cambridge in both the men and women’s races.
Continue reading...
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As Baltimore bridge cleanup begins, fear of environmental contamination looms



03/30/2024 - 07:00



Responders have currently found ‘no immediate threat’, but 14 of at least 56 containers carrying contaminants were destroyed
As authorities clean up the wreckage left behind by Tuesday’s deadly collapse of Baltimore’s Francis Scott Key Bridge, they are also looking for signs of potential environmental contamination.
Responders have currently found “no immediate threat to the environment”. But for environmental experts, concerns still loom.
Continue reading...
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US appeals court kills ban on plastic containers contaminated with PFAS



03/30/2024 - 06:00



Conservative fifth circuit overturns EPA’s ban prohibiting Inhance from using manufacturing process creating toxic compound
A federal appeals court in the US has killed a ban on plastic containers contaminated with highly toxic PFAS “forever chemicals” found to leach at alarming levels into food, cosmetics, household cleaners, pesticides and other products across the economy.
Houston-based Inhance manufactures an estimated 200m containers annually with a process that creates, among other chemicals, PFOA, a toxic PFAS compound. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in December prohibited Inhance from using the manufacturing process.
This article was corrected on 1 April 2024 to correct the company name Inhance in relation to a quote and to clarify Inhance’s relationships with regulators.
Continue reading...
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Solar panel waste to reach crisis levels in next two to three years, Australian experts warn



03/29/2024 - 18:00



A 12-year industry roadmap has been unveiled to address the rising amount of solar panel waste headed for the tip
Get our morning and afternoon news emails, free app or daily news podcast
The solar industry is quickly approaching its tipping point, with unprecedented levels of waste headed for the tip.
Solar panel waste levels will reach a crisis point in the next two to three years instead of by 2030, as was previously forecast, according to a white paper released this week.
Sign up for Guardian Australia’s free morning and afternoon email newsletters for your daily news roundup
Continue reading...
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Hospital admissions for waterborne diseases in England up 60%, report shows



03/29/2024 - 17:30



Labour party analysis of figures since 2010 shows raw sewage was discharged for more than 3.6m hours last year
Waterborne diseases such as dysentery and Weil’s disease have risen by 60% since 2010 in England, new figures reveal.
Analysis of NHS hospital admissions by the Labour party has found that the number of people admitted to hospital with diseases transmitted via waterborne infection has increased from 2,085 in 2010-11 to 3,286 in 2022-23.
Continue reading...
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